Annual SPIRIT card award for the period 4Q/ 2019 to 3Q/ 2020
We are pleased to announce that as per the BBS Award scheme which was commenced in year 2015 and
replaced the earlier crew commendation award scheme of 2013, we have now reviewed and selected the
three (3) best SPIRIT cards submitted on board Unix/ TMS fleet during the period from 4th quarter of 2019 to
3rd quarter of 2020.
At sea, during tank cleaning operation, I noticed one crew having a hard
time disconnecting the hose used for P/V washing. He was forced to
remove the pressurized hose connected at seawater line and did not
notice that the valve was still opened. The seawater line was still
working with a temperature above 95C since the 9S tank is still at the
process of hot wash.
I noticed that the valve is still open and immediately halt the crew from
forcing it to disconnect.
I told him that it is dangerous forcing to disconnect any hose with valve
open. I closed the valve first then easily disconnected the hose and
transferred it to freshwater line. I advised my crewmate to say focus on
what he is doing and observe safety at all times to avoid any accident
occur during our tank cleaning operation

OS- Alfie John L. Esguerra

On date 05th June 2020, during top overhauling of No.1 A/E, it was
observed that one of the crew was handling a spare Cyl. head by
bending his body’s upper part. As the Cyl. Head is heavy, it should be
handled carefully keeping the body upright, otherwise it may cause
severe injury to the backbone.
Immediately I stopped and briefed about proper procedure of handling
these types of heavy parts.
3/E Majharul Islam

During the last week of September, he observed that ship email system
received a lot of spam mail with attachment of Malware (PASSWORD
PROTECTED ZIP FILE), sender using and pretending name of staff from
Unix Line and MOLCT office. They also using email subject which
recently sent by our office.
Reported to master and notice to all officers not to open such
attachment. Also informed the Unix System Control for the above
security threat. Unix System Control team informed to Dualog email
system to apply new filtering rule to remove the password protected
attachment(.ZIP) Malware form the ship receiving email.

Add C/O Tun Tun Lwin

Congratulations for the above three winners. Each of 3 listed crew are entitled to US$1,500 each.
For payment mode kindly contact the Crew Accounting Team in Unix. This award is for the crew personal
use and not the entitlement of the ship he had served. Only if the crew member has left the services of
the company than an exception may be made which to be confirmed from Unix Marine Director.
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